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Abstract

The Video Manipulation Tool is designed to integrate Processing sketches
with MIDI controls. One focus during the tool’s development was the
careful use of software design principles. In order to test the pre-existing
project’s extensibility, this work explores the process of simultaneously
adding two different types of shader support to the tool. This goal was
achieved largely through the use of careful software design and the Open-
Closed Principle. The project source code, including the extension dis-
cussed here, can be found at:
https://github.com/WhitmanCSCapstone/video-manipulation

1 Introduction
This project focused on adding shader functionality to the Video Manipulation
capstone project. That project was developed for Professor Justin Lincoln in
the Whitman art department, and was created using the visual sketching en-
vironment for Java called “Processing.” [1] The video manipulation tool was
designed to allow users to easily code new visual programs called “sketches”.
After they are coded, the program projects them onto a spinning square called
the “quad.” The user has a KORG nanoKONTROL2 MIDI Controller [3] with
dials, buttons, and knobs that allow them to send inputs to their sketches and
to manipulate the quad. The tool was carefully designed to allow future exten-
sions, and to accomplish this, it focused on software design principles such as
modularity, low coupling, and high cohesion.

For the work discussed here, the primary goal was to test the extensibility
of the capstone project by adding shader support. Success was measured by the
extent to which existing code had to be modified to integrate the new feature.

Shaders were selected as the intended feature to add for several reasons.
They are something that the program previously had no support for. They can
add shapes, textures, and interactivity which would be difficult or impossible
inside of Processing alone. Additionally, Processing has OpenGL Shader Lan-
guage (GLSL) [2] support built in, so new shaders can be downloaded online
and loaded into the program without any previous shader knowledge. Moreover,
adding shaders stresses the module that handles image rendering, the most im-
portant part of the tool.

2 Requirements
The tool has two types of users, those that will develop new code with it,
and those who will run that code during performances. Often, one person will
experience both user roles. It was important to understand what both of those
users need, how best they should interact with the new feature, and to keep
the interfaces simple. Since the program is controlled with an external MIDI
controller, it was important to understand how to add a shader interface to the
already limited button layout.
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To allow the program user to change shaders on the fly, three buttons are
used: one to select the next shader, one for the previous, and another to toggle
the current shader on or off. This mirrors the current way the quads are selected
by the user. It also keeps the reserved buttons to a minimum.

After generating some approaches to the feature and how it may be useful,
I had discussions with the primary user, Professor Justin Lincoln. These dis-
cussions illuminated what he values and what he dislikes. The most important
outcome was the importance of writing shader-like behavior with Processing
code, not just GLSL. This makes it more accessible to create custom shaders as
the user does not need to be proficient in GLSL.

For runtime, it was decided that there should only be one shader selected
at a time, and the user can cycle through them in real time. It should also be
able to toggle the shader on or off, restoring the program to Processing’s default
rendering routine.

For the implementation user, there should be an established interface for
them to add a GLSL file into, or a method to add Processing “shader” code
into. This abstraction helps reduce the learning curve, and ensures that the
user needs minimal understanding of the tool before developing with it.

3 Software Design
After deciding on the intended feature to add, it was necessary to understand
how it could be used in the context of the Video Manipulation Tool. Extensive
research into shaders, GLSL, and Processing’s handling of shaders allowed me to
understand how the programmer interacts with shaders in a typical processing
program, and consider different implementation approaches.

We know that there are at least two different ways to create shader-like
behavior in processing. One is to include a GLSL file, and the other is to
create a function in Processing. Ideally, these two methods could be treated the
same in the program. To accomplish this, two abstract classes were created,
ProcessingShader and GLShader, that inherit from ShaderObj interface (see
Figure 1). This allows for polymorphism between the shader objects and a
common interface to interact with them. When a new shader is desired by
future users, they can extend one of the two abstract classes and not worry
about how it integrates into the rest of the program.

While designing the classes, it became apparent that there are generally
two different times to use shaders. They are commonly used to change pixel
colors or perform some other postwork on a generated frame. Additionally,
there are times when a shader may draw to the frame before the program. To
allow maximum flexibility for the user, all ShaderObjs implement prework and
postwork methods. While not a requirement for both methods to perform real
work, the prework is always called before anything is drawn to the quad, and
the postwork is applied after the sketch has finished drawing to the quad. This
allows the user to further room to explore with shaders.

Now that it is possible to have multiple shader objects that live indepen-
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Figure 1: UML Design for Shader Module.

dently of one another, it is important to have a place to put them. A previously
existing class, called QuadContainer, keeps track of all the quads. It makes
sense to duplicate the interface of that class in a ShaderContainer to make
the program more consistent. All shaders live inside of the ShaderContainer,
and it is responsible for selecting, switching, and updating them based on user
input.

So far, no existing code had to be modified, but it was necessary to fig-
ure out the most logical place to attach the module. At first, I wanted the
ShaderContainer object to live inside of the MasterController, just as the
QuadContainer does. After some experimentation, however, this was not pos-
sible because the QuadContainer holds the private image buffer that must be
passed into the ShaderContainer. It’s undesirable to lift up that field, removing
it from its logical home. Additionally, the refactoring would significantly change
a several classes. Therefore, best place for ShaderContainer to live is inside of
the QuadContainer were that field can easily be passed into ShaderContainer.
Moreover, once the shaders are applied to the quad and no other part of the
program, the ShaderContainer should live under the quad, not live at the same
level.
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4 Discussion
When adding new classes, there is a software development principle called the
Open-Closed Principle [4]. It states that code should be open for extension but
closed for modification. While extending code, developers must pay particular
attention to this because it can save the codebase from becoming too entangled.
Most importantly, however, it prevents programmers from breaking code that
previously worked. The implementation of this design only extends the exist-
ing QuadContainer class, and creates a ShaderObj class hierarchy that invites
extension.

During the design and implementation of the shader module, it became
apparent that much of the functionality could be added with little impact to
the existing codebase. None of the added classes needed to hold references to
another part of the program. It was essential to pass the quad’s buffer through
the module during each frame, however, so that the selected shader could be
applied to it. The ShaderContainer should not hold a reference to the buffer
because, while it would work in the current version, the code would break if
buffers were ever handled differently. In this way, modularity was preserved,
and low coupling was maintained.

The actual implementation only added 5 lines of code to the pre-existing
classes, all of them in QuadContainer. One line holds the ShaderContainer
object as a field, another constructs the object, a third handles shader selections,
and the other two draw prework and postwork. No lines were deleted, and no
existing code was moved.

The Open-Closed Principle has been adhered to during design and imple-
mentation by keeping almost all the new code out of the existing classes and
placing it into new ones. In this way there are few modifications to the existing
classes. The exceptions are a small amount of extra work, not modifications
that refactor the existing code and potentially break it.

5 Conclusions
Because no lines were added or deleted, and all work is just some extended
processing, the program exists just as it did before the shader module was
added. It has no less modularity or extensibility than it previously did. This
project was a test of the video manipulation tool’s integration of good software
design principles. The success of this project suggests that the initial goal of
the original program reached some modicum of success. The abstraction and
generality made the program flexible enough to easily accommodate the new
feature.
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